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Abstract 
The local hidden variable assumption was repeatedly proved unable to 
explain results of experiments in which contextuality is involved. Then, the 
correlated results of measurements of entangled particles, began to be 
attributed to a communication between particles through so-called “signals”. 
These “signals” need to possess superluminal velocity or move backward in 
time. No object that has a rest-mass, not even the photons whose rest mass 
is zero, behave this way. Still, as the nature of the presumed “signals” is not 
known, people don’t reject the idea, despite the conflict with the theory of 
relativity. 
For this reason, the present article examines the “signals” from another 
point of view: wherever runs a communication, there has also to exist a 
communication protocol. The article tries to outline a communication 
protocol between the space-separated, entangled particles, and comes to a 
contradiction, making the idea of such a communication highly doubtable. 
 
 
 
Abbreviations 
LHV = local hidden variables. 
NLHV = non-local hidden variables 
DC  = down-conversion 
Q.M. = quantum mechanics 
C.M.A. = classical measurement apparatus(es) 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In an article by Mandel, “Quantum effects in one-photon and two- 
photon interference”, [1] section V, is described an experiment in 
which two identical laser beams impinge each in a non-linear crystal 
and produce type II down-conversion (DC) pairs. The two crystals are 
identical and the laser beams are mutually coherent. From the energy 
distribution of the DC progenies, pairs are selected with the same 
signal-photon energy from the two crystals and therefore the idler- 
photons energy will also be the same. Then, making the two idler 
beams meet on a beam-splitter and the two signal beams on another 
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beam-splitter, correlations are obtained between the outputs of the 
two beam-splitters that are distant from one another. 
 
Two explanations appear most frequently in literature for the queer  
interdependence between the behavior of space-separated particles: 
the local hidden variables (LHV), and the non-local hidden variables 
(NLHV). The latter is based on the idea of faster-than-light or 
backward-in-time messages – so-called “signals” – are exchanged 
among particles, carrying information that permit to the particles to 
come to an “agreement” what response to give in measurements. 
The LHV assumption was for long proved unable to explain the  
experimental results. For whole decades, attempts to explain these 
correlations by Local Hidden Variables (LHV) theories failed, [2] – [6]. 
On the other hand, the “signals” have problems with the theory of 
relativity, according to which no objects possessing rest mass not even 
the electromagnetic field that has rest mass zero, can move faster 
than light or backward in time. However, this issue is regarded as 
something yet to be elucidated because the nature may be is richer 
than what is known at present; other people believe that the behavior 
of the microscopic world is above the human comprehension, [7], … 
etc. The bottom-line is that unlike the LHV hypothesis, no counter- 
argument was brought that would rule out the “signals”. 
 
This article is a trial in this direction, showing that there are addi- 
tional difficulties with this presumed inter-particle communication. 
Communication implies a communication protocol: a set of rules that 
establishes which particle sends a message, with what data, to whom, 
in which order, and how the experimental results are produced on 
base of these data. 
The article below tries to outline such a protocol. However, there 
appear major difficulties. In order to overcome them, new and ad-hoc 
hypotheses have to be added that entail new difficulties and so on. 
The concept of “signals” appears to be highly non-plausible. 
Far from providing a rigorous proof that rules out the “signals”, this 
paper calls the attention upon the need and challenge to check 
thoroughly this hypothesis and upon the fact that it is at odds not 
only with the relativity. 
 
The rest of the text is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a  
modified version of the experiment in [1] section V, creating Hardy- 
type states, [5]. Section 3 derives some quantum predictions from this 
experiment. Sections 4 to 7, try to build a communication protocol 
between particles on base of message-passing – the “signals” – and 
points to the contradiction that arises. Section 8 comprises a 
discussion and final remarks on the issue.  
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2. A Hardy-type state 
 
Consider the setup in fig. 1. Three laser beams mutually coherent 
impinge each in a nonlinear crystal producing type II DC pairs. The 
two photons will be named below, twins. The phase difference between 
any two of the laser beams is tuned for simplicity to zero. 
The branches ending in the Gi detectors, i = 1…4, are not relevant for 
the present investigation. 
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total system state 
 
(2) |Ψ> = |Ψ1>|Ψ2>|Ψ3> = M 3|0> +   3 M 2 ηV |A> + O (η2) ,1) 
 
where 
 
      (3) |A> = (1/  3)( |0>1 |0>2 |1,1>3 + |0>1 |0>3 |1,1>2 + |0>2 |0>3 |1,1>1 ). 
 
Passing through a beam splitter, a beam transforms as |incident>|0> 
Æ (1/  2)( |transmitted> + i |reflected> )  – the incident beam impinging 
on one input port and the vacuum on the other input port.2)  
Introducing in (3) the effect of all four beam-splitters, considering that 
reflection in a mirror results in a jump in phase by π/2 and denoting 
by |gk>, k = 1…4, the branches ending in the respective detectors 
 
       (4) |A> Æ (1/2  3){( |v+> + i|g4>)( |v−> + i|g3>)  
   + ( |u+> + i|g2>)( i|v−> + |g3>)  
   + ( i|v+> + |g4>)( |u−> + i|g1>)} 
        = (1/2){ −( |g3>|g4> + i|g2>|g3> + i|g1>|g4>)/  3 
 +   2 [ −|g1>|v+> − |g2>|v−> − |g3>(  |u+> + i|v+>) 
 + |g4>( |u−> + i|v−>)]/  6  
 + |H>}. 
    
       (5) |H> = (1/  3)( |v+>|v−> + i|u+>|v−> + i|v+>|u−>).  
  
We discard all the cases involving detections in the G detectors, so 
that what remains relevant from (4) is |H>, denominated so because of 
the similarity with the Hardy state. 
 
 
 
3. An interference experiment 
    and some correlations 
 
Let now the branches u+, v+ from fig. 1 meet on a new beam-splitter 
BS+, and the branches u−, v− meet on another beam-splitter BS−, fig. 2.  
The detectors U+, V+, are removable in the direction of the blue arrows. 
In the beginning we assume that U−, V− are in place and U+, V+ are re- 
moved. The expression (5) transforms as 
         
       (6) |H> Æ |E1> = (i /  6){ |c+>(2|v−> + i|u−>) + |d+>|u−>}. 
                                                           
1) The symbol O means order of magnitude. 
2) Some authors prefer the notation (1/  2)( |1>t|0>r + i |1>r|0>t )  for the output of the 
beam-splitter, where the indexes t and r define the transmitted and reflected branch 
respectively. The present article adopts the form in the text above instead this 
cumbersome notation, and that with no consequences on the results.  
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For shortening the text we will refer sometimes below to the photon in 
the region R+ as the red photon, and to the photon in R− as the yellow 
photon, even if this is not their real color. 
The result (6) says that if the red photon is recorded in the detector 
D+, the yellow photon is recorded in the detector U−. Alternatively, if 
the yellow photon is recorded in V−, the red is recorded in C+ . 
Symmetrically, if U+, V+ are in place and U−, V− removed, 
 
       (7) |H> Æ |E2> = (i/  6){(2|v+> + i|u+>)|c−> + |u+>|d−>}. 
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with consequences sign-symmetrical to those of (6). 
We have here correlations between distant photons. 
Before proceeding to discussions let’s develop another expression of 
further use. If all U+, V+, U−, V− are removed, 
 
      (8) |H> Æ |E3> = (i/  12){ |c+>( |d−> + 3i|c−>) + |d+>|c−> + i|d+>|d−>)}. 
 
As said in section 1, this article is a trial in the direction of building a 
communication protocol on base of the “signals” and checking if the 
task is at all possible. 
 
 
 
4. Searching for a communication protocol - 
basic assumptions 
 
If one assumes that experimental results are obtained on base of 
message-passing, one implicitly assumes there exists a communication 
protocol. In what follows we try to see if such a protocol is possible. 
 
Before proceeding to the investigation let’s define its scope. 
The protocol has two levels: the single-particle (intra-particle) level and 
the multi-particle (inter-particle) level.  
See for instance fig. 2. The photon is a two-branched object and there 
is distance between the detectors C+ and D+, and so between C− and 
D−. Deciding which detector will respond to a given photon, is a 
nonlocal intra-particle process. Correlation between distant particles 
is another nonlocal process, an inter-particle one, and the two are not 
necessarily similar. 
The present article deals with the inter-particle protocol, the intra- 
particle process being regarded as a black box.    
 
Five basic assumptions are adopted in the rest of the text: 
 
  a) Results of measurements reflect choices of the particles, they  
are not concocted by the apparatuses. 
b) The set-up is ideal – no losses. 
  c) Experimental results are generated during the interaction with  
the classical measurement apparatus – not before. Therefore a 
message containing information about a measurement and its 
result is issued during that measurement. 
  d) A message comprises only local information. 
  e) Messages are broadcast; from the region of measurement of a 
      particle, the message is emitted to all the space.3) 
                                                           
3) In the absence of this assumption another one is necessary: that each photon 
sends a message to its twin indicating its locations (in our experiment the photons 
are two-branched). But in order that the message reach its target – the twin – the 
locations of the latter have to be known in advance. This is an infinite loop. 
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Note 1: The assumption c needs some clarification. Before the meeting 
with the classical measurement apparatuses (C.M.A.) we can “fool” the 
particles passing them through all sort of beam-splitters, phase- 
shifters or other devices. Though, as the experience proves, the 
predictions of the measurement results are encapsulated in that form 
of the wave function that refers to the C.M.A. The paths followed by 
particles before the C.M.A. are relevant and imprint themselves in the 
final form of the wave function, for instance as phases or amplitudes 
of the different couplings.  
Assumption c does not deny message passing between particles 
during their travel, for transmitting and updating such details. But it 
speaks strictly of the information about the measurement in the 
classical apparatus and its result. 
 
 
 
5. Choosing a leader 
 
If so, here is a first proposal of a protocol: 
 
Version 1. 
1. If U−, V− are in place and U+, V+ are not, expression (6):. 
1a)  The detection of the photon in R+ is an independent event –  
      which one of the detectors C+, D+ clicks, is determined wi- 
      thin this region only, by the intra-particle process. 
1b) A message is broadcast from R+ comprising the identity of 
 the detector that clicked, C+ or D+.  
1c) With the arrival of this message in R−, the response is given 
according to the Q.M. predictions (if C+ then V− or U− will 
click, if D+ then only U−). 
      
    2. If U+, V+ are in place and U−, V− aren’t, expression (7), the things 
         go similarly, with the appropriate changes of sign. 
 
Definition: In what follows, the independent answering particle that 
sends message to its twin will be called leader. The response of the 
leader photon – which detector it makes click – is an intra-particle 
process involving the branches of this photon only, independently of 
the configuration of the rest of the space.4) 
 
 
If so, in the protocol above one thing is odd. There is no justification 
For the asymmetric roles of the particles: if U−, V−, are in place and U+, 
V+, aren’t, the photon in R+ is the leader and that in R− obeys the 
instruction in the message from the leader. If U−, V−, are in place and 
                                                           
4) Remark: the assumption d is not an independent one, it is actually a consequence 
of this definition. 
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U+, V+ are not, the photons’ roles are reversed. 
Then if all U+, V+, are in place, what would happen? Or, if none of 
them is in place, only C+, D+ ? There will be no leader, no messages, no 
results of measurements? Or alternatively, both particles will be 
leaders, and both obey? In the latter case each photon would produce 
an independent result and send a message, but also would obey the 
instruction from its twin. However the freely chosen response can 
differ from what is imposed by the message from the twin. 
 
It seems that the symmetry between the twins has to be broken. In  
each experiment there has to be an additional, preliminary step, a 
leader election: one of the twins has to be elected as leader, see the 
definition above.  
A leader election is a task solvable in computer engineering – see an 
example in Appendix, part A. So, let’s suppose that if the nature has 
this problem, then it solves it too. The protocol should therefore be 
modified. 
  
 Version 2. 
 
1. Choose the leader photon. 
2. This photon gives an independent response. 
3. A message is broadcast by the leader, comprising the clicking 
detector details. 
4. At the arrival of the message in the twin’s region, the response 
is according to the Q.M. 
 
Note 2: This version requires certain refinements to cope with the 
probabilities predicted by the wave function – see Appendix, part B. 
 
 
 
6. The identity of a pair 
 
Let now consider the following scenario, fi. 2: the mobile detectors 
were not in place and the technicians in R+ and R− just bring them 
back. At this moment the detectors V+, U−, and C+, D− click simul- 
taneously. Such a situation can result because of two photon pairs:  
1) one pair crosses the zones of the mobile detectors when those are 
out, then crosses the beam-splitters, and clicks C+ and D−.  
2) a later pair reaches the mobile detectors when these are back, and 
clicks V+ and U−. 
 
Let’s see what happens in this case with the messages. Assume for  
example that in both pairs the yellow photon was chosen leader.  
Since all the measurements occur simultaneously, and since the 
leaders send the messages during their measurement – assumption c, 
two messages come from the region R−, one reporting U−, one D−. Since 
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messages are broadcast, assumption e, both red photons receive both 
messages. 
The message reporting U− requires from the red photon of the later 
pair the response V+. The message reporting D− requires from the 
same photon the response U+. But of course, the message with D− is 
not for this particular photon, it is for the one from the early pair. How 
is this discerning done? 
 
Obviously, a message has to contain the address or name of its  
target, i.e. an identity of the latter. This identity, e.g. 1, 2, 3, etc., has 
to be assigned at the DC-pair generation in the crystal, when the 
photons are in contact and it’s sure that they are twins. 
 
 
 
7. A clash 
 
In this section we label both photons in a pair by the same identity,  
(like the family name), for shortening the discourse. 
 
Assume now a pair born in X1, and gets there its identity, e.g. 1-s.  
Let the detectors U+, V+, be on their places and U−, V−, removed, eq. (7).  
If the yellow photon is the chosen leader, its response is independent, 
by the very definition of the leader photon, section 5. Though it can’t 
be like that. The response in the detector D− can’t be chosen although 
it is a legitimate choice by eq. (7), since together with it should click in 
the region R+ the detector U+. But the branch u+ cannot have an 
identity beginning with 1 since it is born in X2.  
On the other hand, if the red photon is the chosen leader, it also does 
not possess the independence of choice. It cannot make click the 
detector U+, although a legitimate choice by (7), because of the same 
reason as above.  
In conclusion we come to a clash with the very definition of the leader 
photon, the necessity of whom was explained in section 5. 
One can argue that eq. (7) may be not correct for pairs coming from  
X1. This argument can be easily disproved: the state (7) evolves from 
the state (5) by just passing the branches u−, v−, through the beam- 
splitter BS− – and in the state (5) one can see clearly the coupling u−, 
v−, originating in X1. 
 
 
 
8. Discussion  
 
This text doesn’t claim to exhaust all the arguments that can be 
brought to rescue the “signals”.  
For instance, one can suggest that the DC-pair is not born in a 
specific crystal, e.g. X1, but in all the three of them. An idea may be 
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that the pair v+, u−, from the crystal X1 is given an identity, and a du-
photon wave v−, u+, born in X2 isn’t given an identity, and so another 
du-photon wave from X3. But photons that don’t have a common 
identity are not twins, are random photons and that contradicts the 
expression (1). 
Another proposal can be that in each crystal a pair is given an identity 
and then from the triple identity is elected only one by voting. I tried 
such a variant and got couplings forbidden by the wave function. 
Of course, other different suggestions may be made to save the  
“signals”. 
The purpose of this article is not to rule out every possible such 
suggestion, but to incite additional investigations and discussions on 
the “signals” issue, in hope for more rigorous and general proofs than 
the present one, and in hope of search for new ideas to explain the 
correlations. The “signals” assumption is frail and ad-hoc. Not all the 
possibilities were explored for explaining the correlations without 
supplementing the quantum theory with different understructures. 
After all the correlations may be not at all a testimony of some 
communication between the distant, so-called entangled, particles.  
 
 
 
 
Appendix 
 
A. Electing a leader in a two-node net 
 
• Each node chooses arbitrarily one of the bits 0 and 1. 
• Each node broadcasts its choice. 
• Convention: if the two choices are identical, 00, 11, then 
node nr. 1 is the leader, otherwise node nr. 2 is the leader. 
 
 
  B. Refinements of the protocol, Version 2. 
  
  At the point 2 of the protocol, the independent result produced 
by the leader photon has actually to be ruffled according to the 
probabilities predicted by the wave function, see also Note 1 in the 
text. Let’s take as an example the wave function in the form (8) and 
say that the photon in R+ is the leader. The response C+ has to be 
given with probability 5/6 and D+ with probability 1/6. 
In computer engineering this issue may be simply implemented: 
 
• Choose arbitrarily an integer number N between 1 and 6 (all 
numbers being equally probable). 
• If N < 6 the answer is C+; if N = 6 the answer is D+. 
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The same at step 4 – at the arrival of the message in the twin’s regi- 
on the response is according to the Q.M. That means, if the message 
reports C+ the answer in R− may be C− with probability 9/10 or D− with 
probability 1/10. If the message reports D+, the answer in R− may be 
C− or D− with equal probability. 
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